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Ghost Hunt

It all started when Mai and her friends were telling Noun stories after school. Each of them had a

Adjective light that they put out once they had told their Repeat Last Noun story. Then, they counted up,

each person in the room Verb - Present ends in ING their number.

Legend had it, that when they were done, there was supposed to be an extra Noun in the room. That

person was supposed to be a Noun . Kazuya Shibuya wasn't a ghost, but he did Verb - Base Form

the girls when he said a number as well.

That was how Mai Taniyama met the young ghost hunter that soon became her Noun . At age

Number , he was already the head of a Noun and was very good at what he did. There had never

been a case, he bragged, that he couldn't Verb - Base Form .

After Adverb breaking an expensive Noun he was using to investigate the old school buidling

near Mai's school that was supposedly Adjective and managing to Verb - Base Form his assistant in

the process, Mai is coerced into Verb - Present ends in ING for Shibuya, who she quickly nicknames "Naru the

Word for a Type of Unpleasant Person ."

The old school building Mai was familiar with turned out to have nothing wrong with it other than

Noun



subsidance and a psychic who was desperate for Noun , but on other cases, she meets a spirit that

Verb - Present ends in S a young girl's doll and leads children to their Noun , a girl who committed

suicide over an unfaithful Noun , a teacher who's been cursing Noun - Plural and staff at her

school, a boy who wants nothing more than his Noun to return for him and find his Noun , a

death curse that involves cannibalistic Noun - Plural set in motion by a high school Noun who

later killed himself, a Adjective monster, a Noun that traps spirits of those who died in the area,

and a school full of Noun - Plural who died in a Noun accident.

All the while, she and the others at SPR, Shibuya Noun that starts with a P - capitalized Research, think there's

something very mysterious about Naru the Narcississt and try to dig into his past. "Naru" also shows up in Mai's

dreams and leads her to information Adjective to the cases SPR is working on. At the end, Mai confesses

her Noun to Naru, who asks if she Verb - Present ends in S him or the boy she met in her dreams. It is

then that she realizes she is in love with a Noun who was dead before she even met him.
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